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How Do I Use Enhanced CallSafe

CallSafe is an optional, licensed Quantify Search & Replay feature 
from Red Box and provides simple functionality to retain recorded 
communications for investigation and compliance. CallSafe provides 
a secure and traceable way for senior managers to have fine control of 
recorded communications data.

This topic details the optional set of “enhanced” CallSafe features 
provided in Quantify 5A and above (requires an additional install). For 
“standard” CallSafe, please refer to the “How Do I Use CallSafe” topic. If 
you’re not sure which version of CallSafe is implemented in your system, 
just look in the Search & Replay app and if you have more than two 
CallSafe buttons, then you have the enhanced version.

Note that configuration and additional options available to system 
administrators are covered in the “How Do I Manage CallSafe” topic.

Basics – At a Glance

To lock/unlock recordings:

1. Login to Quantify with a user account that has access to Search & 
Replay and CallSafe.

2. In Search & Replay, highlight one or more recordings in the 
Results panel:

• Click the  CallSafe Lock icon to lock the data and prevent it 
from being deleted. 

You‘ll be prompted to enter a CallSafe Tag. This can be used 
to identify individual locked items, or to group related items 
together (see “Search Locks” on page 4). 

The locked item is now highlighted using the  Lock icon in 
the Flags column.

You can also apply more than one lock to a recording – see 
“Multiple Locks” on page 2.

• Click the  CallSafe Unlock icon to unlock the recording and 
allow it to be removed in the same way as any other recorded 
communication. You can remove one or more locks as needed.
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Multiple Locks
CallSafe can be used to apply multiple CallSafe locks to a recording. Here, a CallSafe user can:

• Apply a lock to any recording, including those already locked.

• See the  Lock flag for any locked recording, including 
recordings locked by any other CallSafe user.  
However, a CallSafe user will only be able to view, search, 
and control their own CallSafe tags. 

• Unlock any recording that was locked by them. If a 
recording has multiple locks, you can remove one or more 
of those locks at the same time.

Only CallSafe administrators have visibility and control of all  Lock flags and CallSafe tags for recordings locked by any 
CallSafe user or administrator. For details, please see the “How Do I Manage CallSafe” topic.

Special Locks
Two “special” CallSafe locks are also available:

• Bulk (Ad Hoc) Locks – used to lock multiple recordings at the same time (based on search criteria).

• Automatic (Ongoing) Locks – used to lock a set of recordings (based on search criteria) and then automatically 
apply the lock to all future recordings (matching the same search criteria).

Note that Special Locks are only available in Search & Replay – Live Acquire only provides standard lock and unlock 
features.

Lock (Special Locks)

To lock recordings:

1. Login to Quantify with a user account that has access to Search & Replay and CallSafe.

2. In Search & Replay, perform a search to list the recordings you want to lock, and then click the CallSafe Special 
Lock icon (you don’t need to select an item in the results list):

• Select Ad Hoc Lock to apply a lock to all recordings that match the current search criteria.

• Select Ongoing Lock to apply a lock to all recordings that match the current search criteria, and then 
automatically apply this lock to all future recordings that match the search criteria. Note that for this type of 
lock, the end date/time is ignored - that is, the lock is applied to all recordings that match the search criteria 
starting from the specified start date/time. 

• For either lock type, you‘ll be prompted to enter a CallSafe Tag. 

• All locked items are now highlighted using the  Lock icon in the Flags column.
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Unlock (Special Locks)

To unlock recordings:

1. Login to Quantify with a user account that has access to Search & Replay and CallSafe.

2. In Search & Replay, search for the recordings you want to unlock – if needed:

• Select the CallSafe State field to search for Locked recordings only.

• Select the CallSafe Tag field to find specific CallSafe Tags — remember that data is case sensitive and you can 
also use the “%” wildcard character.

3. Click the CallSafe Special Unlock icon to unlock the recordings and allow them to be removed in the same way as 
any other recorded communication. You can remove one or more locks, as needed. 

Note that for Ongoing Locks this will remove the Ongoing Lock settings and it won’t be applied to future 
recordings. To pause an Ongoing Lock, see “Edit (Ongoing Locks)” below.

Edit (Ongoing Locks)

You can edit an Ongoing Lock to pause, resume, and delete the lock.

To edit Ongoing Locks:

1. Login to Quantify with a user account that has access to Search & Replay and CallSafe.

2. In Search & Replay, perform any search to display the Results panel.

3. Click the CallSafe Ongoing icon and in the Ongoing Locks list:

• Click Unlock All to remove all your Ongoing Locks applied to all recordings, and delete all your Ongoing Locks.

• Click the x Remove icon to remove an individual Ongoing Lock applied to all recordings, and delete the 
Ongoing Lock.

• Click Rule and select Stop to stop (pause) automatically applying the lock to future recordings, but allow all the 
applied locks to remain. The Ongoing Lock is also retained, so you can start it again at any time (click Rule, and 
select Start).
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Search Locks
In general, we recommend that you devise an appropriate naming convention for your CallSafe tags to help identify the 
CallSafe user, as well as the related incident. For example, if Danny Spence was locking several calls for a specific legal 
hold case, he could use “DSlegalhold#245” as the CallSafe tag – DS to identify the CallSafe user, legalhold to identify the 
reason, and #245 to identify the specific incident.

To search for locked/unlocked items:

1. In Search & Replay, click the Add Criteria button in the Search panel:

• Select the CallSafe State field to search for any Locked or Unlocked items.

• Select the CallSafe Tag field to find specific CallSafe Tags — remember that data is case sensitive and you can 
also use the “%” wildcard character.

• As a CallSafe user, you can find recordings locked by any CallSafe user, however you will only have visibility of 
your own CallSafe tags.

View Locks

To view CallSafe events:

1. All CallSafe lock and unlock actions are logged as User Events in the recorder. To view the events, login to Quantify 
with a user account that has access to event logs and go to Configuration > Events > User.

2. Click the Filter button to refine the results as needed.
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Options, Features & Limitations
• Once a recorded communication has been locked using CallSafe, this prevents all automatic or manual delete 

actions.

• CallSafe is used to lock/unlock recorded communications within the recording system. That is, all data that 
the recorder has access to. Therefore, any data that has been exported (e.g. exported to WAV), or any recorded 
communications stored on media that have been removed from the recording system (e.g. NAS or DVD), can’t be 
accessed or modified.

• Only CallSafe administrators have visibility and control of all  Lock flags and CallSafe tags for recordings locked by 
any CallSafe user or administrator. For details, please see the “How Do I Manage CallSafe” topic.

https://www.redboxvoice.com
https://twitter.com/redboxrecorders
https://www.facebook.com/redboxvoice
https://www.linkedin.com/company/red-box-voice
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC_Z7j15zwvKIGMOqFJz5ubA
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